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NOTIFICATION

Dated: 01.02.2021

The EMMRC (Educational Multimedia Research Centre), Anna University, Chennai was
established by the University Grants Commission (UGC) in 1985 with an objective of
disseminating knowledge through media on various fields to the under resourced learning
community in our country.

At present there are twenty-two EMMRC's functioning in various Universities and colleges
of the country to serve this purpose. EMMRC Chennai is one of the centers which has
produced and contributed significantly doing various activities on various topics as follows

1) Applied

Sciences, Allied Physical and Chemical Sciences (Under Graduate &
Post Graduate) subjects for MHRDs Swayam Prabha DTH (Direct-to-Home)
Channel broad cast in channel no 10.

2)

MOOCs (Massive Open Online Course) for Under Graduate and Post Graduate
Arts and Science degree course

3)

Documentary films on various topics related to education

The EMMRC Chennai is Inviting highly experienced , knowledgeable and passionate experts
from various Colleges, Universities and other educational institutions in and around
Tamilnadu to participate as Content expert and Subject coordinator to deliver lectures or
conduct courses for the programmes.
We are also looking for experts who will be able to translate Scientific content into Tamil
either by themselves or using Tamil Translation software available at the center.
The EMMRC has well equipped studio with other post production facilities and creative team
to assist with experts for preparing additional multimedia inputs like PPI Graphics,
Animation, etc.

Remuneration
nofins.

will be paid as per the Consortium for

If interested please email your

resume to emmrcchennai@annauniv.edu and clearly mention the

topic of the course/lectures and you will be contacted
Thanking you,
Best Wishes,

( Anuradha)

Educational Communication [CEC]

if suitable after scrutiny of applications.

